
HISTORY OF
CAMP ELLIS

Why was Camp Ellis abandoned? 

“After the war, Camp Ellis was declared surplus. No new

government use could be found for the land, and it was sold

back for farming.” (Bob & Tom’s Excellent Adventures: Camp

Ellis) “The camp officially closed in 1945. Part of Camp Ellis

was later refurbished to serve the Illinois National Guard (1946-

1950) and then later for Air Force training in 1953. Then

beginning in the 1950’s, the government started to sell the land,

which was used either for farming or strip-mining.” (CAMP ELLIS

– FORMER WWII POW CAMP / THE EASLEY PIONEER MUSEUM)

There was no use for Camp Ellis to be there anymore since

there weren’t any wars to be fought after World War II until

later on. The government tried to keep the area useful but

ended up being inefficient. The grounds became what it was

before which was for farming and country folk.

How many soldiers/workers where

 bunkered at Camp Ellis?

While Camp Ellis was in operation, 125,000

servicemen were trained. As a prisoner of war camp,

at the highest point in 1944, Ellis housed almost

5,000 Germans. (CAMP ELLIS – FORMER WWII POW

CAMP / THE EASLEY PIONEER MUSEUM)

Remains of Camp Ellis, a World War II Army Service

Forces Unit Training Center and POW Camp, in the

areas between the towns of Bernadotte, Ipava and

Table Grove in Fulton County, Illinois. The military

camp existed during World War II as a camp to train

quarter masters, engineers and medical staff, and

housed 5,000 German POWs, guarded by the 475th

and 476th Military Police Escort Guard Companies.

(REMAINS OF CAMP ELLIS, A WORLD WAR II ARMY

TRAINING CENTER AND POW CAMP, NEAR IPAVA,

ILLINOIS) 125,000 soldiers as well as 5,000 POWs.

There were many other professions being trained.

There were quite a bit more people in Camp Ellis, IL.

 

 

 

 Conclusion

Camp Ellis was in Ipava, Bernadotte, and

Table Grove area in Fulton County, Illinois.

There were 125,000 soldiers and 5,00 POWs.

Many more people training there with

different professions. The camp taught

people how to fight and had to learn other

issues that in the future could come into

effect with the soldiers. The camp had

extra supplies and still didn't have any use

anymore. Camp Ellis closed down in 1945.

There are still remains of the buildings but

the majority of the area are farms and

towns. People should remember the past of

there own counties and others. History is

apart of knowledge. Everyone could forget

if the past wasn't brought up again. 
 

By: Audrey Cozart

What was the purpose of Camp Ellis?
The camp opened in 1943 as a WWII Army Service
Forces Unit Training Center. According to Cornelius,
there were several Army camps in the U.S. that

trained people to fight, but there wasn’t a place to
train support personnel.”(The lost city of Camp Ellis)

“Camp Ellis was not there to train people to fight, but
to train support people,” Cornelius explains. “However,
people were trained to defend themselves.” Those who
came to Camp Ellis did get basic training and learned
how to shoot and throw hand grenades. “You learned
how to defend yourself in case you needed to, but

that wasn’t going to be your job.” For the most part,
medical personnel, quartermasters, and engineers were
trained at the camp. (The lost city of Camp Ellis) Camp

Ellis benefited the people and trained not only
soldiers but the future enforcement and healthcare
personnel. They prepared them for outcomes that
could have and most likely did happen. They could

never be too careful.

Have you ever wondered
about your county’s history?
If yes, congratulations, my
name is Audrey Cozart. I
have questions about my
country’s history at a

World War II camp in Ipava,
Illinois, called Camp Ellis.
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